
m VAN DER WAALS� FORCES AND PRIMARY BONDS

Molecular Weights of Polymers.

On progressive growth of linear macromolecules we have seen that
the van der Waals� forces increase, true molecular dispersion in any solvent
becomes more di�icult and the tendency for micelle formation increases.
Application of the usual colligative methods for determination of the
molecular weight is. thus rendered difficult, for extremely dilute solutions
must be employed. It chemical methods are employed based upon
analysis of the end groups it is important to ensure that no cross�linl&#39;-rage
can occur; When the macromolecule is of the� order of I-000 or more
monomeric units the presence of one part in a thousand of an impurity
capable of fo&#39;r&#39;r=ning a c&#39;ross-link could evidently link the macromolecules
to each other and, if no_statistical distribution of the molecules of impurity
occurred, the whole-_sv"s tem- would be locked up into one chemical unit.
Such a system would be relatively unstable and easily broken down,
and the-true molecular weight would vary with the mechanical treatment
to_ which. the material had been subjected before e:r:amination_ the
isolated macromolecular units being ultimately obtained. When
viscosity methods are employed for determining molecular weight we
must ensure not only that the solution is su�iciently dilute to disperse
all micelles to single macromolecules, but also that the macromolecules
are capable of rotational movement in the solution without interference.
If we take the case of a eucolloid of a polyprenc of molecular weight
I-00,000.-the spiral cyli-nder of length about Iooo A..U. will require. a volume
of 4 X "109 JK.U.3&#39; for each molecule, so that we see that the dilutlpn would
"have to be -some 25 X 1.0� litres per gm. mol., i.e. about ID�-3 molar
for -such meas.urem&#39;ents.
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Part I.- The Calculation of Sublimation Energies.

1. The Expression for the Van Der Waals Reciprocal Energy.

The general forces of cohesion, or van der Waals� forces, play an
._important part in the building up of natural as well as arti�cial resins.
Investigations carried out during recent years. have greatly deepened
our insight into the nature of the van der W.aals �forces. In particular,
the mutual attractive forces between two or more electrically neutral
and dipole-free atoms or molecules have in many cases become admis-
sible of calculation.

Owing to the s&#39;hort~period movement of the electrons in the. atoms
and .rn&#39;olecules, which exist even at absolute zero, there �exist intall atoms
dipoles, which change -continually in magnitude and direction. Although

* Translated from the manuscript by Mrs. H. E. Teves�JlI.clj-.r.
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electrically neutral and

I I .  ,  .. _ _ T _ of time, the continuallyFe seen  ._ .&#39;  &#39; , &#39; &#39; &#39; _ .  g atoms and vice&#39; &#39; moment an ,a_ttrac1_:ive&#39; force resultsiany solve;-if  3;; . _ _ _ _f:;i:}:�1°:3�f?i;¢,:;=&#39;   �b &#39; &#39; _ d egcsld alnd_the inducinghdipoles.- - &#39;;...;---_ -, &#39; rgy etween an In uc _ po e m. an atom aving a�ti-3 iiqlut�lna d_ the -inducing dipole with a moment is situated in&#39; 3.the �rst, is proportional to %,~. We
, therefore, also expect that the binding energies due to vander

forces will vary in imiersc -pmportion to  ,In this article we. shall make use of -1&#39;J1e..fo]low_1ng expression =&#39;_forj...tj;1e.n._,._._;Pm,:.a1 binding energy due to� iran der Waals� forces: . -&#39;
. C - "

E "-= * 1?,

tant, whi_c_h._:;nay he ev_aliiated_&#39;in  ways.the approximation formulaof 1..ondon.: 1 &#39;

31:6 1&#39;=*-&#39;-_&#39;  3- C :&#39; �shy�iacromo1e&#39;eu1es,. - {&#39;3 in which an is the polarisabiiity, and Irv, a characterist_ic_ amount of energy,it interference. &#39;_f 3].. which corresponds to the chief speci�c frequency _v,,_.takei1 from �theiecular weight &#39; � dispersion equation of the atom under consideration (in many cases theheirs avolume  io_nisation energy or a slightly higher energy value}, C may also heof Slater and&#39;__i1ution___:wej_iI,cl_ _.-2 calculated by means &#39;

where 6&#39; represents 3. 60115
C may be calculated from

of the approximation formula
E&#39;.irkw&#39;ood : 3 &#39;

C = I�3�n§ngB!$.a,n3f3Eg,   _ ___ _,|
where u is the number of_e1ect:rons � "est shel1*=__o£" the: atom�
under consideration, a,, is tiiehragiius J (t&#39;.�r-5,3 FL}, andE, is the energy of-a hyd &#39;  - " &#39; " rd"
Eu.-is expressed in ergs per-1:11" _&#39; .
molecule, the reciprocal energy is &#39; "" &#39;
iorrm 1 la: "respectively :

"&#39; . _ �s_ } age  ,E = _ L_.___.�.� 2-5 3�� 3�, �� °�- --crgs,-"rno1ecu&#39;1&#39;e_
. �&#39; M2 �H= �- ? D7 K 1?, uni� -elect-ron volts

� - I2 . -= ~ 163 X Ilg�unipis kg. .caL}gram�m&#39;olecu1e.
�Van �Der. waists� Forces.

_ The magnitude of the van der Waals forces. is i� .1�-1&#39;_1E-� first instanceHfdependent __-of the direction. The =#a.lu.e.&#39;n_o:_f ti1e_.-=-reeipgocali�nergy of 3.:given atom with.-respect to �a large _nu1&#39;n�|:_r_er of-"other atoms -can b_e ohtaiined
bl? Simply adding the reciprocal e11ergies"5with�_respect -to_each of these
other atoms -individually. Because o_f "its great depe&#39;r�1dei1ce&#39;on distance,the magnitude- of the recip_rccal.._en§:_1�l:3i§�_i.1i   chie�y "by
those atoms, which can make the _elt;see1;_-&#39;;;_a;pproach to__-:t_he atom under.&#39; � wjh&#39;ch tt1&#39;aet-discussion. Because of ;tes;o.-.nio1ecn1__
aria.� F" L&#39;°�"d°�* 3- Pi�-J-&#39;$=&#39;i*r I-i;-9i3.°s3.§  Esniiiiiiiiiili�i�  1931:� ��.B5&#39;

&#39; J". C.51a.te1&#39; and ]. G. mama. Fhysia Rte.-.&#39; teal. as. eels. I

2. Orientation caused by
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12 VAN DER WAALS� FORCES AND PRIMARY" BONDS

each other by means of van der Waals� forces will always have a tendency
to orient thernselves into such a position, that the largest possible number
of atoms are in co&#39;nt&#39;ac&#39;t with each other. Thus hydrocarbon chains
will show a- tendency to be oriented so that their long axes are. parallel-
and two -benzene molecules will prefer to lie with their �at sides together:

Very many molecules are anisotropic as regards their&#39;polarisahility,_
and, in general, the direction of the greatest polarisability corresponds,
to that of the axis of length of the molecule. "In the case of the mole-
cules of special interest to� us at this moment, this is found &#39;tIiI"be _true.:&#39;
 the hydrocarbon chains the direction of the greatest.p£:l_a1isab_i-Iity.
is the same as of the axis of the molecule. In the case of henze&#39;ne,.1;h_e
-polarisahility in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the «ring is
the smallest, and itis grpatest in the plane of the ring. In -general, this
anisotropy opposes the above-mentioned. orientation due to the tendency
of the atoms to secure as many neighbours as possible- If anisotropy
should exist in the case of spherical molecules, so that the &#39;polarisabi1iI:y
in one. direction were greater than in the other two perpendicular direc-
tions, then two such molecules would have a tendency "to orient each
other in such a way that the directions of the greatest polarisability
would form a straight line, since in that position the mutual energy is
greatest. A dipole with a moment p. attracts an atom with a polarisv
ability at, at a distance R in such a way that the mutual energy is :_  &#39;

E&#39;= �  cosiqln +- sinidv}-3
2325

in which qi is the angle which the dipole makes with the line joining -it.to
the atom&#39;G(Fig. Ia). �When the inducing dipole  perpendicular

I

�"""�-I-.n..._-uII"""� 
� 5

FIG. In.�C}ne&#39;di-pole inducing another dipole
"on an atom at a distance R, 4}: being the
angle which the original dipole makes
with the line joining� it to� the atom.

FIG. Ii�.r.�&#39;Wl1en the inducing dipole is per-
pendicular &#39;to the line joining it to the
atom, then the induced dipole also lies
perp-endic1J.la:r to that line.-

Fro. Ie.&#39;��Wl1en-.. the inducing dipole" lies in
the same dh-ee�.on.as the line joining it
to the atom, then the induced dipole
has the same direction.

_ _  as
Hue it-�1ins.. "it.
is = 90°). than
_.-dipole also lies perpeiidienlidifi�
to that line we re.
the mautual energy E &#39;e&#39;qi;1&#39;a&#39;.1.s_,
�  If the direction
the inducing dipole is the
same as that of the line
joining the two atoms, then
the induced dipole has the *&#39;
same direction (Fig. Is) also _
and the reciprocal  _�:

3
is H:-%. In the case� __of- II
binding by means: of van der
&#39;WaaIs&#39; forces we are- con*
cerned with aiternat-_ir1g:}in-
ducing dipoles- whereby &#39;: all-.
possible directions occu1r..

&#39;I_&#39;hose directions which are the same as the line joining the atoms give-
rise to energies wh1ch_a_re__ four times as great as the values dueto dipoles
perpend_Icula1&#39; to the j�l�l�g line. With in�nite anisotropy, therefore, an
.or1entat1on whereby the directions of greatest polarisahility lie in each
other&#39;s extensions, would give a van der �Waals� reciprocal energy which is
four times as great. as-that arising from an. Q]-ig�fatig� whereby the dime-
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zene molecule on is _I{.�.I*3 X 1o��,
great, the polerisability perpendicular to the

plane of the -ring oi, (see Fig. 2} is 6�35 X io�� 
E

and in the plane of the ring
.5-,,, = er, = is-3 X Io-�.3

reciprocal energy, ain calculating the 
ot be considered as

benzene molecule should n_ _a single centre of attraction; the action of a
the six = CH groups must be investigated
separately. The following polarisabilities may b
be credited to these = CH groups, whose&#39; f the C Bo. a.�Co�ordinates arecentres of -gravity lie at the centres o 42� Ch _n th 61 cf DE, __ _ _ .21.. _____ - . osen 1 tee e toatoms. iii,,._ 1 5:1 �.>< Io� i, o&#39;.,, 1-o� X Io , Ga� 05 and am in order
in = �lo 7" 2"�3§ X 1&#39;3� - to talre ipto account theLet us consider first two benzene molecules anisotropjr of the polar-� isability- &#39;
with respect to each other, as is _rep
in Fig. 3 (case.I.}. On the basis of the known _may assume that the mutual distancedata about organic molecules we _ _&#39; ""urid by van der Waals� forces] willbetween the two closest C atoms 

is obtained by adding the
The reciprocal energy 

f the one molecule with those of all
the centres of the other molecule:

C.
E1 -7 E " E.

In the case represented in Fig. 3,, R
varies from thevalue 3* 5 .35.. {between
the atoms 1 and I�) to 859 A. {be-
tween the atoms 4 and 5&#39;}. The
summation gives:

�E1 = �- oiooz� :>< io�{I.

be about 3-5.15;.
mutual energies of all the centres o

F�3�*- 3|-:""&#39;T_&#39;I-�V0 benzene. molecules,
lying in the earning: plans;

F lft us now consider two be3&#39;: - . from each other, with the planes of the rings parallel as

&#39; H. ..-&#39;s.. Stuart i�oick�isi�iktur Ec1&#39;1iJ1- 193 -5" _ &#39; _ I I 4| P� -225 I
x�lkmanni 3- P*""J�$15l. 1933, Be, Iogt.ist��-1? -513*-�liing at. for a single &#39;= CH group is not eqiial to or; of that

pointing towards the neigh-
ater than in the other directions lying in the plane

onsider for

EM-Hr-.ashere too the polarisabili -&#39; - - * &#39;.. -- r_ : tjrintlhedirection
:�?�3&#39;11:E1;:.toms is somewhatnaen . &#39; - « + - .um i�dividualc :31(gi_I gar�; e_t::1r: of_.s::I1P1icit3r�.: however, �me me? c. . I � 1*
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in Fig. .4

H. A.  and H.
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{case II.},- then the summation gives :
EH = � 0-10100 :>< 10�3C,

a value almost four "times the first, if C remains unchanged.
If the&#39;;anisotr&#39;ep.y with respect to the polarisability -should be such

that fer each &#39;pair.ef centres there was a polarisability only in the direction
of the joining line, then, as a consequence, the
value of C in position .I. would be f0_I.1I&#39; times as
great as in position II. [see § 2), and because of
this there would be no preference for either
position. Because of the ac-tual presence of an
anistropy the difference in energy between position
I. and position "II. is, as �a matter 0f fact, slightly
lessened, but in any case the energy content of

_~,m.,_ ,__T,,,,, benzene position II. 13 alwavs three times as great as of
molecules, lying in 1305113103 L5
parallel planes. We must therefore expect that benzene .mole�-

eules will exhibit a tendency to orient each other
in the manner represented by position II. [Fig. 4). This agrees com-
pletely with the result obtained by Briegleb,� that benzene Inolecnles {as
well as many other molecules for which similar considerations hold)
direct each other in such a manner that the axes of greatestpelarisability
lie parallel to each other? This result also agrees with the. conclusion,
which may be drawn from the X-ray analysis of liquid benzene, whereby
the observed periodicity of about 3-6 A. is correlated. with a disk

orientation.� 
In tl�i&#39;is connection it is interesting to point out that in.arti�ciaI_.resinsi:.-;_
of the type phenol or cresel formaldehyde condensation� products -the

5 Fer the calculation of the values of C, instead of the formula�  in
C =- int� Iwu, we use the expression C = or,i[e:_.,,"&#39; + 4:.:;,,*&#39;&#39;* + 4+.-.r,,_" �g�,

in �which an is the average polarisahi1it}=&#39; and or,� at, and :1, are the p01a.I&#39;isabiIi�es-
in the :r, _-3; and 2 directions respeotiveljr, whereby "the z direction is the san1c"as
that of the line joining the atoms. (Cf. an .article of G. Heller and ]- H. de Boer.
to appear shortly in Physics]-. "In case I. we then obtain

(3, = ,Iu.},:&#39;.m�aI&#39;2 _|_ 4,_1ha!: + chars} &#39;%1 = 2.53 art X 19-13
and the content

E; = � 0-ooze �X 10� X 2-58 X 104%:-,, = �- o-0067 In-..
In case 11. we calculate for the reciprocal energies of the combinations of atoms :
3:-1�, 2-2�, 3-3�, etc. ;&#39; &#39;

Cu = mni�ec�a� + +153� -[- =}OI&#39;...� &#39;&#39;&#39;i-%&#39;&#39; = 1:63.-hr, x 10-�,-
whiie for the combinations : I-2�. etc-,

Girl] : _i-{$92}!-F9 1 2"I9}�"u X I043.
The summation gives
En = � i°&#39;°°333Cn + D&#39;00��j&#39;5Cn&#39;} 3&#39;5 I&#39;D�-= �~ {o-0055 + 0-0148]��:r,, -�- --o-oso3Iw,,,
an energy content three tin: as great as in case I.

� G. _Br1eg1eh, Z. _-p�ysikai. C.�em., I931. 143, 9&#39;} ; 1932, is, 249.
7� Brlegleb concludes this from the decrease in_ the anisotropy of d.ipo1e��~a¢

"molecules during transition" from the gaseous state to the liquid, and from the
decrease inthe molar Kerr constant withincreasing concentration of dissolved
dipole-free molecules in a heptane solution-

3&#39; J. Selman, D-iss.. Amsterdam, 1932, p- Ief,.
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name periodicity is again observed.,�l a fact which may indicate that in
. _ -E  the arnorphous structure of these resins also a similar parallel orientation
|  ;_ ufben-acne {or ratherphenol) groups often occurs.

i"-�Id tie� mieh  &#39;. 4. The In�uence of Repulsive Forces.
;,the_d1rect1on&#39; ,.«
sequence, the &#39;
four times as_
$1 because of

_r..  "In the bond. between two or more atoms the distance by which they
�I  remain separated from each other is determined by the equilibrium be-
? " tween attractive and repulsive forces. If the repulsive force is expressed

�,3 .f0r.-_=,-either;   as an exponential function according to,,Born and Mayer,� then the
� mg}: =_g&#39;.f an " "L _,_ exprmsionfor the mutual energy with van der&#39;Waa1s&#39; attraction becomes :
een ition L.   n &#39;P05  -E = � E: + be�;

=-fact,.. slightly �<
content �of "

�great as --of
_,.-7&#39;

where b and ,0 represent constants, of which p may be given the value
o-345}: 1o�� cm., at least in the case_ of the reciprocal action of the
binding forces {electrostatic and van der Waals� together), which act in
the alkali halides-. &#39;I�-heconstant E: can be calculated from the equili+
brium condition. :

acne mole:
t- each other

at M1� 9* aw � 5*�
(R. is the distance between the bound atoms_,. and therefore the value
of&#39;R at the minimum of&#39;energ}r}. Then -for the binding energy it follows
-that _

(BE &#39; 6C I Ra

-:.-&#39;..,,&#39;-.&#39; ... I: 13

With p = o-345 3x: 104� cm. and R" about 3&#39;5 15L, this becomes
6&#39;

E,-, = {about}--�&#39; O*4_fT,,.
�With the aid of the approximation formula for C mentioned in § 1,

_London 11 has- calculated the sublimation energies of a great many gases
1!! the solid state, and obtained results which are in good agreement with
lcnown experimental data._ London �neglects, however, the repulsive
f°|"3¬�5¢_ Born and Mayer 1� point out that when account is taken of the
rcpu-lsive forces the agreement with experiment is much less exact. It
mpst here be noted that the approximation formula of Slateriand
K-�&#39;l��-"�°&#39;3*d also gives good results for the sublimation energies of molecular
lattices, when the repulsive forces are neglected. For" example, the
sublimation �energy for solid argon� ajccording to. London&#39;s formula. is
fo�nd to be -2118 kg. cal.{&#39;mol.,&#39; according to Slater and Kirkwocd it is
2&#39;35 kt.� C1-�il.fmol., while the experimental value is &#39;2-o3 kg. cal. _.Fmol. If
We choose another example from the hydrocarbons-,�we&#39;�nd that the
Sublimation energy of solid methane 1� according to London�s formula is
2&#39;3 l�E- CH1-l&#39;mol., according to Slater and Kir1_cwood&#39;s formula it is 2-7
kg� �33l*lI�I1ol., while the experimental value -is 2-}?  cal-,"mol.--&#39; Such
examhles may be multiplied, so that it seems as if� the potential contri-

"&#39;R- Houwink. Physihaiisoha Eigsnsrlia�en -use Feinbnu nor: Netuin use
K"�§§�?�-�"» Leipzig. 1934. p. 179. , &#39;Hi?� B9173 and .l- 13- Mayer, Z. Fhysiitg 1932, 75, I.

H 1: I-°�1&#39;3l*?11. 3: p�jrrikai. C.&#39;�em.: I931, HB, 222.5!: H Hhemlg-(rho; tl.1st§nce forthe face-centred methane lattice is _: d = 5-89 .llL.,used. a Siightlgilugg varirifés-rdam, 1g3r,.34,_oI5o ; Nature, roar, 1:7, grog. London

. � o«ono3_lnr,,,
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bution of the. repulsive forces is much smaller than the formula of Born
and Mayer would lead one to think. It may be� that, at the relatively�
great distances caused by van der Waals&#39; bonds, the repulsive forces
obey a different relation- One might be able" to work formally with" the
mtpression MR�, often used previously, whereby very- high values 13--1�
would have to be ascribed to n.

Another possibility is that the approximation formulae used give a
value for the van der Waais attraction, which is too small at the dis-
tances with which we are concerned- In a recent article Pauling
and Beach 55 calculate the van der Waals interaction of hydrogen atoms
and use� not only the terms in I LR�, but also those in I IR� and 1,1121�.
At" a distance of 3-5 1.5:. this further approximation gives an energy value
one and one-half ti.mes as large as that given by the previously used for-
rnulm. If this result is capable of generalisation, it I_neans in the case we
are considering that the increase of energy given by the closer approxi-
mation is justiabout compensated for by the repulsive forces. &#39;

For the present we shall make use of the approximation forrnulfee of
London or of Slater and Kirkwood for the calculation of the energy
magnitudes, without taking .in.to account the repulsive forces, while i-n
the calculation of tensile strengths in Part II. _we shall include the re-
pulsive� forces �in our calculations [in order to obtain a maximunl _in the
distancé�gtce curve], and thus have the assurance that our calculated

� values represent minima.

5. The Snblima�on Energy of Benzene.

Since the van der Waals binding energy of benzene molecules can throw.
light on the particular problems connected with the bond in many
iicial resins, we shall in this section examine whether or not the result
obtained in the previous section is valid in the calculation- of the sublima-
tion energy of solid benzene, that is to say, whether -or notthe energy
value is adequately represented by the approximation formula given
in § 1, no account being taken of the repulsive forces. _

The crystal structure of solid benzene is not known with absolute
certainty: the structure as determined by Cox,� however, o�&#39;e&#39;rs saith-
cient points of contact for our calculations. The unit cell {at -� 22° C.)
of the rhornbical-ly crystal�sing benzene contains four molecules, and
has the. following� dimensions: a = 7-4� 151., E: = 9-65 A., c = 6-81 A.
The position of the molecules is probably sin�lar to that shown in.. Fig. =-5.
The shaded molecules lie at a distance b&#39;]2 below and above the plane of
the drawing. The distance between -the centres of the molecul A and
B is 5-04 �n, that between A and 6�, 5-90 .51., between A and D, 6-: .31.,
and between A and A�, 5&#39;3 A. The molecules make an angle of about
4o� with the loo plane. In the calculation we shall use 45°. The re-
spective&#39; positions of molecules A and .3 become those represented sche-
matically in Fig. 6- Molecule A is in this way surrounded by four other
molecules. The CH centres I and 6�, and z and 3" lie closest to each
other E2545� 2%.}, the greatest separation is that of 4 and 6�, and 5 ands�
{6452 .31. The relative positions of A and .C are then -represented by,

13 K. �Wohl, Z. physiknl- C.l:sm.-, 1931, I43, 36. I
1* G. I-Ieller mentioned. the possibility that for atoms, like argon, where

the valence electrons have an-orbital momentum, the valence tforces give an
attraction rather than a repulsion at these distances.

15. I... Pauling and J. Y. Beach, Physic, R£�., .1935, .47, ESE.
1� E. G]. Cox, Proc. Roy. Soc" 1.932, 1355., 491.
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ematically in Fig. 3&#39;, in which the molecule C�
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two centres is then 3-9 A. {1�5&#39; and 2-4�). The

ntative also for A and D in

I-he position shown sch
must be imagined to .lie
shortest distance between
positions of A and C� are taken as represe

1&#39;&#39;� 
�In.

Fro- 6-.��Re1ative F1o.7.��Relatlve posi+1::-osition-s" o f tions of molecules A
Inolecules� and and C.� or A and D of
B of Fig. 5. Fig. 5; the molecule

{&#39;3&#39; must be imagined
to lie 2-52 A. above
the plane of the
drawing.

Fin. _r,.�Diagra.1n «representing. the
&#39;c11s,rste.l.strncto.re of solid benzene,
according to E. G. Cox, Prcc. Roy-
So-:.. -I932. rash. 49:.

_Fig. 5_. The relative positions of A and A� are represented by Fig. 3,
Ln which molecule A� must be imagined to lie 5-o4 A. above the plane

the drawing. The �shortest distance between two centres is then
5&#39;55. A. (I-5� and 2-4�). Molecule Ais "3
thus surro.unded by four molecules
whereby the. relative" position is as of
A t_o_B, by eight molecules with relative
po-3_1non A to C�-, by four with the re-
lative position A to A�, etc. The
mutual energy of the. six_._ groups of.
molecule A with respect to the groups o
the .surrounding molecules is now added
f°&#39;&#39; 311 Ef�ups within the distance 6-31 A.
(498 terms}, and then the mutual energy
"_"*&#39;"ih T�spect to the remaining �groups
15 calculated by integration from 6-81. A. on

11- eel

E"�=�l_ 2 ltg6+ex(c-3133*� 102&#39;} ..
.1:-=3-er

�where N is the number of centres of attraction [� CH groups} per
l°&#39;°�49 X 1&#39;0�). The evaluationgives:

5.». = ~ {o~os7o5C + o_.ooo4i5C} X3 lo� = �� o�-can C >2: Io�-
Th� VEIUE off is calculated by means of the "Slater-Kirkwood approxima-
l-�°*-1 l-0.1"i��Ula mentioned in §I :

_ C = 165 X 1o�&#39;1*n*a3l�,
1� whmh *1 = 5 and a = 1-71 >s: Io"�3� [in this case, because of the
�7l_3&#39;lii�*-FE". positions of the molecules no account need be taken of the
anisotropy}-

FIG. 8.�-Relative positions of
molecules A and A� of Fig. 5;
the molecule A� must be im-
agined to lie 5-o4 A. above
the plane of the drawing.

crn.3
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The sublimation energy 3&#39; is equalto half the reciprocal energy of
onemolecule with respect to the rest of the lattice. Thus we may write :

= 11-3 kg. cal. /gram molecule.

The experimentally found value of the sublimation energy of solid benzene
at 0°__C. is 10-67� kg. cal. {gram molecule, so that we see here again that
the approximation formula of Slater and Kirkwood gives a correct
result when the potential due to the repulsive forces is neglected.

Part II. The Tensile Strength and Van Der Waals"Forees
in Polymers.

6. The Tensile Strength of Sodium Chloride.
It is a well-known fact that the tensile strength of "a crystal like that

of common salt is much smaller than the value calculated by means of
&#39; &#39; from the electrostatic forces. If t _ &#39;

practically no plastic deformation occurs (�in any case
. , values of from 0-4 to 0-6 kgfmm� are found for the

&#39; ation by means of the lattice theory
gives a valhe 17 of about 200 kgfmrn�. This great discrepancy between
the experimental and the theoretical values is ascribed chie�y to the
� notch effect,� which may arise from the presence of incidental small
cracks 13 on the surface, but which is due especially to the more or_less
regularly distributed defects of the crystal structure (LoclhersteIZm}.1�
In particular, the investigations of Sntekal 9� and his co-workers" have
shown how many properties. of crystalline matter are dependent upon
these internal defects of the crystal structure (properties sensitive to
structure}. Zwicky 31 had previously given a possible explanation in his
conception of themosaic structure of crystals. Accordingto this con-

� secondary " lattice is superposed on the � primary " lattice,
in. such a way that lattice planes occur at regu
having a separation from the othe
the prin1ary crystal planes. In this
in to blocks with the dimensions in the three directions varying from too
to loco times the separation of the ions. While these blocks may be
considered as ideal lattices, the.f&#39;-orces which act between thebloclcs are,
however, much. weaker than in the lattice. Although this concept has
experienced much opposition �it is nevertheless desirable, in studying&#39;-----
the arti�cial resins, to �nd out what "a calculation of the forces indicates
in this connection. If such a secondary structure actually existed, one
could assume that the electrostatic reactions among the various blocks
would he neutralised, while the van der Waals forces would, however,

1" F. Zwicky, Pia}-sisal. 3., I923, 24-, I31.
15 A. F. Joffé, The Physics of Crystals, New York, McGraw Hill, 1923.
1*� Cf. for examplejn... Smekal, Plzysiinii. 3.. 1933, 34, I533. and also a veryrecent

snrveyby W. G. Burgers and J�. M. Burgers, in_ the First Rape-rt on Viscosity andPlasticity, Royal Acad- Antsterdam, -1935.
1&#39;� Cf. for example, A- Smekal. in Hrrsuilr. d- P

24, 2, pp. 395-923, and also }. H. de Boa
Piss Cambridge, I935, chap. X.

=1 F. Zwiclty, Heir. Physic. Asia, 1930, 3, 269, and more recent literature.
33 See. among others :&#39; E.Elrowan, Z. Pirysiii, I932, 79, 513 ; Halo. PlzysimAsia. .1933. 1- 285-
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{reciprocal .energy"&#39;of:
= Thus we may write &#39;1&#39;

continue to function. We must therefore investigate the in�uence of the
 van der Waals� forces on the tensile� strength.

I ._
in molecule;

7_ The In�uence of Van Der Waals� Forces on the Tensile
.   Strength of Sodium Chloride.F1575? �if mud b.mz.&#39;ii[&#39;.e   In order to study the in�uence of van dcr Waals&#39; forces on the tensileit 56?� flare .agm� that E  �trtngth of sodium. �chloride, we must successively calculate the tensile-�E:-&#39; strength when {:1} only electrostatic forces and repulsive forces are  �g; acting, (5) when electrostatic, van der Waals&#39; and repulsive forces act, and .

I {s} when only van der Waaisl and repulsive forces act.

(it) Only "Electrostatic and Repulsive Forces.
Imagine a section through a. crystal of sodium chloride parallel to a

 face of the-cube. The electrostatic -
 .artr_activ_e force which is ecxperi-. iy�an�
 cnced by an ion at a distance r
J frorn "a too plane can be calculated
&#39;_f_. with the aid of a formula given.
  I&#39;ll-iitl-[El 2 an

-a- crystal"  itha
alcnlated by ineansro
.&#39;1£ _the tempcts�gre &#39;

*1l3"~_�-rm-E5.With increasing -dis:
tin&#39;tc�sii?rapidly -that a&#39;n�-ion at-:a
distance r = n: experiences practi-
cally no-more attraction... ~ For -the
�tl�triation of the tensile strength,

rcfore, it is su�icient to take only the £o-st layer -1&#39; _ 3 4 .5 &#39; " 6 .1�.
ions, which are situated at a. Fro. o.��Forcein _.&#39;mm-&#39; between two

crystal won"; _  . _am &#39;3&#39;?� .°* Hafm *=h~m- t�*.%*:::�P.:��%F15 these bl�éhl   Pm-an:1&#39; iv E tlrire distancg between thgsle�hgllveg,|b¬l.�-�WEE-11 thl-3 bill":-k5 P 5 i: 0r&#39;:?5- may 13¢ �when only electrostatic and repul-
 �E3�¥"�¢55&#39;Ed by the following formula sive: forces are acting.
joccording to Born and Mayer: 1�

|McGraw I&#39;I.i]1,__I9�J_.&#39;:3. _- , _ .
5, I533, and also aj&#39;rerj�1&#39;ec;_ _Fife-�~1"l&#39;6�i59VF 0�-V*~&#39;5*-�-05-�*�5&#39;= 7H-&#39;!IFc- substitute the value of E: thus obtained we have for the total&#39;:&#39;£orc&#39;e
I &#39; 2*.� Au�ogc. 1933.r_�kEmission and Jioisot _ra�"&#39;f Tn�! -&#39;

a -� g as &#39;_F = ;�:2w >< -roe-=v�§{§"*�~�§*
32. ..e . 5:3: Helm P3 an E _ ._  &#39; H�tkeir AESWPIIGH and Ifapiifnrkomiensction, Leipzig, 1928, p. I25.



so VAN DER �WAEKLS� FORCES AND PRIMAHRY BONDS
The force acting over I cm.� is obtained 2* by �multiplying by N2, the
number of ions per cm.� (@126 X 101�). This force �N3 X F is repre-
sented in Fig. 9. "It reaches a. maximum at a distance r,,,,,,,._, which is
given by the relation

E) _. 0�air f:-Irnm:�_ 1&#39;

The calculation gives r,,,,,,,._ &#39;= 3-2;� A., while the maximum value of Nah�,
that is of the tensile strength is found to be:

a value which agrees very well with that calculated by Zwicky-� ,

(b) Electrostatic Attractive Forces, �Van der Waals� Attractive
Forces and Repulsive Forces.

1i we again consider an ion opposite a mo plane, the van der �Waals
attractive force. which is experienced by the ion due to the portion of

the crystal limited by the 100
plane, is calculated by the addition
of the components of "the van der
Waals forces perpendicular "to the
plane, which forces are exercised by
the individual centres -of attraction
of the portion of the crystal under
consideration {see Fig. ID) :

I -&#39; �g-L :I E.&#39;- _--~ . - ":._-E.&#39;l_-E-"I-1-.::_&#39;
Fm = �&#39;� cos 1-

-r

FIG- 30-�? i0I1,°PPD5i�f§ lg�-&#39; *1 31:: This� summation can be carriedP am as 3&#39; �mmme " om out in the ease of sodium chloride,plane; the distance from an .-.:u-bi- _ _ , _ ._1,-I31-3, inn Df the Pm�m (,5 the but since, 11] a sinplar connection,crystal limited by the too plane in the case of artl�ctal resms the
1,: ,:_1v&#39;*:n°t��-;1hR: 35 h:=ii�Et:h,?h:J1_EI¬ summation cannot be made because�&#39;3 E dug� �in t1°&#39;1 of the unoriented amorphous char-

iith alto th I _ _an E jimm E P we acter of the I�I.:�.S1I1S, we shall replace
the summation in this case already by an integral 

-:rN3C
-5CFinn: EDS  __

in which expression N3 is the number of ions per cm.� of sodium chloride
and R� the shortest distance from the ion under consideration to the

Waals forte expert
summation over the row 

-Fran I E-Finn»
�We shall use N, for the number of ions or atoms per cm. and N, for the

number of ions or atoms per cm-�-*5 In this calculation and in the others further on in this paper we neglect the
small in�uence of the lateral contraction-

If-we now consider the whole row of ions which lie along a single line
perpendicular to the Ioo plane, then, in order to calculate the van der

&#39;eneed by" the row of ions, we would have to make a.
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the calculations to follow in the case of arti�cial resins,
ee this summation by an -integral

eN3r_C� ar.N3N1C

In view of-lying by N3, the �- 
we again repla

N3 X F-is repre-
which is.:e rmm,

;n which N1 is the number of ions per cm. {of a -row} and r is the shortestdie-1-ante of the c1_osest- ion to the mo plane. Since in addition there areN! of these ]_&#39;(&#39;_|�l3RFS per crn.*, we obtain for F,� the. van der Vfaals "attractiveferee perpendicular to a {co plane between two halves of a crystal of
I cry-L: section: I �N2N.1C = ��fssg

iaals � Attractive
_ =F.g_-I-F.w�-Free. G

the  -def W3-3é1&#39;5..&#39; �l.:�-.?irh the aid of the _equi1ibriu_m condition
: to the portion *- 

&#39; (Fir - �r E &#39;3
ited by the �IUII.ed. by the addi-ti &#39;  C is calculated
Lbs of the F311

Nib in the other terms. The magnitude
one can express �-15-hv means of the approximation _formula of Slater. and Kirkwood {§ 1) :

C �.= 11-25 :>=.: ro-�nee� ergs X cm.

while further r1 = 3. For C� we "�nd
(3 �_- 64-59:: 10&#39;� ergs >< crn.�

If we substitute this value as well as -those for N2, rm re: and p, and let
.3", = D-D448 X I03�, then we obtain for F : &#39;

:ion can be-&#39;ca&#39;rr1 _
of sodium chloride-
similar connection�
arti�cial resi-us the
l�li. be made becaus &#39;
:ed amorphous char;
ins, we shall replarj. F 1 9-13 X 10,12 E�1-�5_?5X1D_3f_{_

:4-

}; This function is of course zero when r = 1*� == 2-814 15;, and reaches3- _1�I1aztin1una when 1* is about 315 A. The tensile st1&#39;eng&#39;th is about 252kt-3mm.� The. van der �Waals forces have thus a not unimportant in- H.
�ue-nce on the tensile strength ; actually their in�uence is still very much
greater since we have here integrated over regions Where this is not per-
T�leslble, and have used an average 3"� value of or in the calculations. The

�CI. 1. H. de Boer and ]. F_&#39;H-. Casters, z. pr_1_.-.-sear." Chem-., 1934. :2-53,
3.33- 
. � "Substitution of the average value of" at by the
53&#39; 1 I - 3&#39;55 X I°��: Na+ : e = o-2o 3:: .Ie&#39;*"�. Seegr}. hut retention of "the" inte-

.5 
T!

.3 of sodium chlorid
consideration to

lie along a single as
:a1cnlate the van
Juld have to make 

true values of at for the ions
A. E. van. A1�-kel_jand J. H.

d�-&#39; B063�. Chemisoke Binduag Lei � I9 �Ioer cm. and N, for .  -_5i;_ K!&#39;I1:icn&#39; has only atslight in�rience:P�¥ri&#39;:s1:egdi0]j&#39;J �l_:he= value -of (-3 used (6415 X" Io-in=&#39; &#39; �P �&#39;3&#39;-"-&#39;1+&#39;l three V�1�l1&#39;ES of {I enter the. calculations: Ce1_r;1 -�-s 221 X J:o&#39;�°.
*3� and the van der Waals-forcecxi-El &#39;=  X 10-II} and-,C�1__H�.?_ 25.9 X 13*� �Ihis paper we neglect t"  

  �[13 Per �e�ti greater-



22 VAN DER WAALS&#39; FORCES AND PRIMARY BONDS
actual value of the van der Waals attractive forces. at 3-25 A. is even
.greater 3* than 160 kg-,Fmm.-3, so that the theoretical tensile strength of
sodium chloride is probablgr greater than 400 kg.,v&#39;mm.� The origin of
this relatively great in�uence eompared with that of the electrostatic
forces in the case of -the tensile strength, notwithstanding the fact that
the in�uence of thevan der Wash forces on the lattice encrgyis only
slight, maybe ascribed chiefly to the circumstance that the electrostatic
forces to a. great esttent neutralise each other.� &#39;

(c) Only "Van der Waals� Forces and Repulsive Forces.

seek a new equilibrium position with respect to . The separa~
tion at equilibrium will become_ greater than T� = 2-314 A. since it would
be determined -only by van der Waals� and repulsive forces. If we
determine the shape of the-function 

F� = F�, � F I311.
or in numerical -values

F� = @068 ii: I043 __ 3-86 X 10" e�3&#39;9"1&#39;3"&#39;*" clynes,lcm.*
we obtain �the curve shown in Fig. I]. F� = uwhen 1*": (about) 4&#39;55 15.,

and it reaches 3. maximum when
�5�&#39;&#39;�&#39;���� r = (about) 5-r2 -A; The two

�planes under �consideration would
thus be situated at about 415&#39;5&#39;-15-L~ fmm�le.ac1i  l l l

3-; k.g&#39;.&#39;]mm.� The-"force actually
prevailing? is again &#39; vefjr mi-ich
greater, since. here in&#39;te�g&#39;i�ai-.:j
tion gives much too-small values.�
and, moreover, at these relatively�
great  , either the "&#39;ine&#39;
�uence of the repulsive "forces is"
probably much smaller  is
assumed in the ca.leulat&#39;iun,&#39; or
here again the van der Waals

F,G_ n___FDm,,,, kg,,,,m_, ,,,,,,g,,,,,E,,, two force is much greater  is.
halves of a Na�l crystal, separates gxven by the appro1nmat1on&#39;=for- __3,3532 &#39;IodbeP]twan-E, as  ,::;1iDn nf�he . n-_-��ag 4)__�--_=- .;:�.,&#39;.=.._..&#39;».*».*_»_.=,.a- ._~._;;�_....&#39;,;1 EDGE E61]. VE5,W&#39; E-�I1 . &#39; . _- _ � _ "_.

§�,,j&#39;,_i,?;,_,��:,�,,",�,__ gg§,,,�§_e*=1s� and Iwul�ivt pot1]ifes§,mQl:ll1o:l§s_t�e1§:Ei1c1b)e1?w::n
&#39; &#39; which "smaller electrostatic forces

-�-5 Duo arrives at this value if a summation is made &#39;sep_arately_-for the Na+
ions and the i&#39;.�.1- ions and ii the nr.�values for these ions are used. .- Ittis possible
that further approximation of the van der Wasls reciprocal energy would give
still greater values {see §4}.5" The hiuding_energ_v- of an ion at a normal distance from a.1oo.pla.ne is only
about o-o4 of the binding energy in a lattice ; sf. for example. -J. H._ de Boer.
Eisotrou Emission and Adsorption ;PI:s-humans, Cambridge, 1935,-.p.-41.. .

3� If, for. example, no i tegral is substituted for the summation for F .m.,_ anequilibrium disliance is found at 1* -:1�. 4-5 A... a maximum at abotrt 5-o  and
a force of about =;,r�2- 1_rg,fm_n1.2
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8-. Certain Nun�: -
the Tensile Strength of Phenol and
hyde Condensation Products.

ial resins whose tensile strengths we shall
taking the phenol-formaldehyde condensation

tie condensation product, both of
. mensions. We shall take as

-"formaldehyde condensation product
er twice this unit, namely (C,,H,}9_{OH)¢{CH9),,,31. of 224. Such a unit has I? centres of

ch can manifest themselves

As examples of arti�c

s.t.ructural unit o

with an equivalent weightattraction (C, CH, CH, and OH groups), whiWe shall only consider those ofin the van der "Waals_atttactiye forces.the direct O�C linkages (� primary bonds ") between the phenyl groupsand the CH2 groups since these are weaker than the bonds in the benzenering itself, and will therefore he the �rst to give way when a rupture takesplace. Table 1. contains the data necessary for �the calculations :-��

m�cresol-formaldehyde
Condensation Product.

hvtructural unit . . . {C.H]=[CI&#39;I3]2[ClH},[CI-IE],.&#39;Lllr__:.1t&#39;L&#39;l�!1 centres per unit . Io &#39;
" Priuaary bonds " per unit . 6Dru!-its� . . . . - r-2
I-�.t;ni1.�-alent weight _ 252
._."L&#39;l�.t ractinn centres per cm.

I-"til - . . .
.\!.1&#39;.IiI.|.IT.HJI&#39;.l centres. per 13111.3

&#39;33� .:l&#39; - . . .zfstlffnction centres per en1.[N1} _ 3-3 X 107Pm-"1i11"5� bonds � per. cm.� -&#39; 6�; X ID�
index of reiractinn � _ _ - 1;-�nF-Ai]tIn&#39;alent refrag�gn _ . =34:5 tier structural unit . . so 5-: 143-3��_{I>¢r.attractive centre . . 1-53" x to-3�
"&#39; l*"�"�-�1&#39;3E&#39;.&#39;E&#39;.I11.11&#39;1&#39;1l:Iut=_-1&#39; ufelevctrn-us

hot the $later�I~Ii&#39;rltwe-pdtot-rnuln&#39;,1 _ _ _ 5

�a 
5.5 X IGES

IlI4�4 X to�

9+ Theoretical. Tensile Strength due -to � Primary Bonds.�
_ .l&#39;~1FT 35 in the calculation of electrostatic bonds, the heat of combina+�&#39;3&#39;� �Cilnnot be taken as a measure of the strength of the bond, but the

H �SI R- H011�-&#39;-&#39;_i11l$. PItystFtaIist:lte&#39; Eigensclta�en it-uti Fe-inba-tr. son NaI1lY- nun�.
Kuusfharzrll; Leipzig, "1934, p_ I13_
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Coulomb force  must be calculated, so also in the case of the C�C&#39;
bond. In the carbon bond the starting-point is not the normal carbon

. atom, but an excited
carbon atom with a high
energy. In the descrip-
tion of the change in
energy content-, therefore,
one does not -start from
the ground energy level,
but from a much higher
{y "to ;=&#39;-&#39;5- electron volts}
energvlevel. If the C-�C
bond -between two "ali-
phatic C atoms is con-
sidered by itself, the
energy content of the
bond 3* is 6-95 electron
volts [160 kg.
equivalent = I]: X 10"�
mfgfb°nd}- _

In order "to �tifi,ce4."the
potential curve of" such
.a bond use is made of
the" formula proposed by

Flo. Ia.�]_?o1:entialene1&#39;gv&#39; {in electron volts] and M01-5e_-&#39;a=_whj¢h gxpressas

:  . .&#39;   ..=&#39;-���t��-&#39;:mum of the potentialcu-rve, and of the distani:e&#39;r. &#39; " � &#39; &#39;

Q = Qoe�2::[r�r¢,] _ 2Qne�i:{r�r.}�
in which 3-,, is the equilibrium distance, and a is a constant given by the
formula &#39;

I

I?-£1 oIl&#39;octro.::« rem,

.�;.,,~.-&#39;.I,- dyuesxii?� 
no

In this formula r is the velocity of light, p�. the soecalled reduced mass,
co� the speci�c frequency of the bond, and :1: a so-rcallecl auharmonic factor.
In our case ,u. = 9-95 X Io"&#39;3�* gram, too = 310 C§l1.&#39;1 -{G-I electron vo1t),_._
while x follows from Morse&#39;s relation Q�: ml� , -and is found to -be
36 X lo". �When 1&#39;: and is are" substituted, we obtain 1: = 1-025 R� 105
c:n.�1. The curve which represeiits Q as a function of r is illustrated by
curve I. in Fig. 12. The force between the two C atoms can be calculated

from Q. 
F,,__,, = .7f:�}r;Q = ._ 2aQoe"9¢l1"�I"nl&#39; + MQ,.,»�u<r-r.1.,

Cu-rve II. in Fig�. I2 gives F as a -function of r, the value is maximum for
a r,,,,,,,,_ value given by :

BFT = 0 = 4 ai�oe� E��nuen." *0} � seigor "l&#39;1ec».r.� Vol,&#39; r

35 R. Berber. I. 555%» P71335565: 1935. 3, _3.1:. The heat of combination cal-
culated from heat of eonlhustion is -yr kg. oaI.fgran1 equivalent.

an 1?. H. Morse. Physic. Rea. Isa-9. 34. 5?-
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r _ ar,,+ln2{Jr mum. -_ G &#39;

s,_i,,=i.th the «,.«aloe of (I calculated above as i-o25 X In� cri-i.�1 and the value
Qf pa: 1-35 3.; 10*� cm. (the distance between" two C atoms directly
bound) one may calculate for &#39;r,,,,,,,,,. 

_ = 2-23 A.
Tm�

"With this value the. force
Wowclmae. = Ed!-Qi&#39;i{~�3_h� "&#39; 3

or numerically 
{Fc_c},,,m,_ = 5&#39;64 X I.o�� d-ynes.

it we now assume that the phenol,-formaldehyde condensation pro+
duct and the �1*C1&#39;ESGl-f��tlald�llyd� condensation product are built
up entirely by � primary bonds " which have resulted wholly from con-
densation reactions, in other words, if we assume that an entire object
forms as it were a single large molecule [as may be done with an ideal
crystal of common salt), then the tensile strength of phenol-formal-
dehyde condensation product is about 43oo kg.i&#39;mrn.3 and of iii-cresol-
formaldehyde condensation product about 38o-.&#39;:r _k.g.{rnrui.

The actual theoretical values are still somewhat higher, since in the.
calculations in this section" no account has yet been taken �of the van
der �Waals forces- These latter raise the values in this case relatively-
unly "slightly.* As appears _from the communication of R. Houwinlr 3� to this Discus-
iiieii the eitperiniental values,_. in this case, just as in the case of sodium
chloride, are only of the order of magnitude of I-�lm; of the theoretical.

10. Theoretical Tensile &#39;§t_:t-ength Due to Van der Waals&#39; .Force&#39;s.
In; the case of these arti�cial resins one may assume that the whole

is built up of relatively large regions, within which the constituents
are bound by primary bonds, and which are themselves fastened to each
�-"M1" bl-T means of van der Waals� forces?� Apart troiri the irregular-
iiy of the �blocks " in this case, the structure "may to .a certain extent
5"� &#39;3�?-"1-li�red with that which was discussed in reference to sodium
"i*10nIit��-�- _One may now asl-r whether or not the repulsive forces used
�ii �~�l�-&#39; Fffevious section which are valid for the direct C��C linkage, may
also be used here. With sodium chloride such a method was applied
in § 1?. but i__n that case the electrostatic as well as the van der "Waals
��1"~�&#39;~�~&#39;~ P1&#39;t�.*Vaiied for all ions and we were concerned with centres with
:&#39;P$U&#39;53_L�if: _sl_1el1s _of electrons, which in a certtiiii sense had maintained,o::;$".�d��_&#39;3_�431_i�3Y �W_I_t11 respect to each other. For the van _der_ �Waals
U! �ht 111 ai�_tificia1 resins this is also the case, but. for the C-�C linkages,.t_nainP�:"10�1$- SEC_t1on- it-is not so, since these latter occur only between
�his WE toms which possess common electrons. l_f,_ notwithstandingPfrii-"E HPPIF the repulsive forces of the C&#39;�C linkages from the

Gus section to all cases of van der Waals� reciprocal �action, we obtain

2   This No._ I}. :[23_,,,,,,mn3 _�._iu ht} . 1I&#39;.I.h the case oi the the:ri:no~settii_:ig resins under consideration,1&#39;. 3 &#39; . &#39; .,F"11&#39;\��1-&#39;�l}.r glued to each other by primary bonds. while in addition
� &#39;=-�H l-�L aals forces also act of &#39;§ 1:2�C &#39; _ _ r - 1- .i_i..-.._-n ,,§,i;1,,I,,ir1,:&#39;:&#39;Itt�?"-J �t__F°�31&#39;1 133 C�DII1pa_red with a crystalline oonglomei-ate which has

* tee 1&#39; 1E- 5 Bf the communicationoi R. I-Iciuwinl-i&#39;.. This No), p. 129.
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an irnprebably great --�=&#39;equilibriuII1 distance �&#39; for the van der Waals
bond, via, about ISA. -

- We�  .e2&#39;:&#39;j.1:qerien&#39;ce-,&#39;varith organic molecular lattices and fluids,
 is a  cler �Waals linkage of aromatic remainders the
molecules reiriain apart from about 3-5 to 3-7 A. -The phenol and
cres&#39;ol-formaldehyde condensation products as regards their X«ra3r
diagrams.� and their optical behaviour 3&#39; correspond exactly to the�
phenol, so that it "is permissible to apply th_e sarne-distances for the van
der Wasls bond &#39;.betsreen&#39;two individuals. For phenol-formaldehjrde
cond&#39;ensation&#39;produet we chiiose 3-5  and for tn.-&#39;cresol-fonnaldehvde
con_<;1ensation_ product 3-6. IL, on the basis of the X-rage diagrams for
-these materials.  .-  _

On the basis of the results of Lennard-_Iones and of Wold 3� the
repulsive forces will be taken into account by means of the usual formula

I:
1:,,.,,,_=F_

vrhere 1; is a_nun1i_Jer&#39;_�&#39; greater than_ID- If we combine this with the
expression for 1:18. van der Waals forces derived in § 7, then we obtain
as force "per cn1.. "" &#39; &#39; - -  j_&#39;_j_.;_   ll --

. . . _ &#39; =3": ii
.  ==-=.,�.   J; �I" .I .1--.1

Froi11&#39; "the _equiIii:u&#39;ium -conditioir "  4

We are �interest_ed. "only in the -� maximum value of this force"; ,concerning
this maxinium we have &#39;

E _ U___ 31rN3�C _H mrN3=Cr,�"�
.}.�J!�� I� .&#39; J. &#39;�r1&#39;��i&#39;1 I

_ m.
From this follows

DI�

For the maximum force per �cm�. We therefore obtain

[_�F.i31�&#39;)mo.a:. � "&#39;�""� I n -

3&#39; J. H. de Boer: I-&#39;1. Houwinlt and J. F. H. Casters, Res. Emu. c�itit-. P.B.,
I933: 513: ?D9- _

3*  E. Lennard-Jones, Eros- Physze. Son, I931. _43,+4I5I-and ea:rIie1_"1itera;ture.
K. Web}, .3�. fr}3j»&#39;s1kaI.-- Ghana I931, 143,- 36 ; Bodenstem Fsstbond, 1931, p. Boar.

3* Cf. also A. E. van. Arltel and  H- de Boer, Chemiselie Bvindmrg, Leipzig�.
1931,: p. 52 ff. in which earlier literature, particularly that-.&#39;-of"-]&#39;..-E. Len1&#39;1ard.+
Jones. is cited-. -  I
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-der Waals ,f, Sincewe may Write ,, 3, H,

-- . &#39; N 3Cand-�U1d5.�; (F I >0�? F 3 .aindee-. the  .. &#39; m ""&#39;"&#39; �fis.
phenol and &#39; and ,.,,m, .._«_»_ 1.19 g-,,_
ieir X-ray &#39; �Th ,. &#39;
{J}? to the� "re-are ,,,.N3sC
f th _§, F ,,_".:>-I&#39;.2I&#39;-���&#39;�&#39;�.iliialdgh�g : { mt 1� 3 1? &#39;5lI�I9"o}3
rmaldehyde? The necessary data "for the calculation of C are found in Table I.

condensation "product 6&#39; = 43-9 ><: I����*�
agrams for

iron: as the.-
ual formula,

;

as with the
1 WE: obtain-

concerniii

tr. shim.

_..forcc per" cm -
&#39; greater than

{H than those here proposed.

&#39; chloride a summation was possible, but no

 mass of the arti�cial resin to bereplaced by a point lattice, in
centres. of attraction lie at a distance" of N 

1

71? distance r,,,,,,,=_ =-_&#39; 1-=19;-,, {mm

For phenol-formaldehyde _orgs cm�. and for ni+cresol-forinaldehyde. condensation productC� 2:: 4,76 >_< Io���� ergs cm�. Using these values we can calculate the* for phenol-formaldehyde condensation product to be"
8 lrg.,!mm.3 and for in-cresol-fonna-Idehvde condensation

product, greater than 6&#39;4 kg. fmmi.For very many reasons the actual forces are still many times greater
As in thecase of common salt the chief reason

is the substitution .of an iiitegral f_or the summation- With sodium
t in this case. If we desire

to know the order of magnitude approximately, we may imagine the" which the

�I- frorri each other. If we
een two such lattice bloclrs situated at a
each other, after introducing the factor

t:I*}"&#39;once more to account for the -"repulsive-_f_orce, -"vie «�nd
.  I  -,.£,,,___:. _, __-:. _,______ ., __ _,,.

=--tFs.2:)..a=.- -:> or &#39; :&#39;rs.:cos&#39;r-&#39;_

1.11 the case of phenol-forrnaldehyde condensation product this becomes
 3" 39 kg-Immf .and for in-cresol-formaldehyde condensation product--_._; 3&#39;5" 31 kg.Jmm.* In every ease the �gures are many times greatet than
 3-kE-2"11�1l�11�- and .5*4 kg.,lmm*- respectively.

IL C°1.&#39;11P�I&#39;ison with Experimental Values.
,3, 55 3[PP¬3rs from the communication of R. Houwink 1� in this General

�*&#39;3�-�S1011. the jraiucs of the tensile strength are found experimentally
H: be the following at liquid air temperature :

Phenol-fortnaldehyrde resin (5 stage} about ;r&#39;--S kg.,lmm�.
HI-cresoi-formaldehyde �*1 {C stage} about 318 kg._,.�mm�.

JUSE as with sodium �chloride, the experimental values of the tensile
i-3""-�E-"U15 are not only several orders of" magnitude smaller than the
.m5�f����:°1 �_�&#39;h¢I1_ it is assumed that work" must be done� against theadlfatt�n�. 7)� bondhséfm the exrperinieiimi oaliiss are or Ieitst&#39;oiie. order of msg_m&#39;-�, ,,&#39;&#39;�&#39;�&#39;��&#39;H¢7&#39;,�,m_ 1.5 the theoretical oelaes.nsnoiii&#39;_ng oiiiy sea der Wests� forces

- �-*9?"-E. Houwink therefore draws the conclusion. that, just" as
, _ ,, &#39;sodium chloride and- other crystal lattices of heteropolar structure,

-1161&#39; 11121?-T311311 &#39;,__:;,-. va}�*5 heft are also dorninatecl. by the notch effect, which arises
$931�  H�  � R Houvvinlt Th� 1Has. - time� n 1 &#39; v 19- vo .. p. ise.1; inustbe remembered that the cresol resin consisted of about do per cent.
�. E. 1&#39;..ei1nard,_ �H1. ___,_I an crc-.-iol resin, the remainder being para and iarthu,

.r �\_
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perhaps from cracks in the surface, but especially from defects within
the material.

It is, however, very remarkable that the arrangement of the �gures,
theoretical as Well as experimental, is the same, as may be seen from

Table II. 
TABLE �II.

Tensile Strength in kgfmm�

&#39;Tl1eorEt1&#39;c.aI for
for V. d. Wnal-5&#39;

Forces only.
Theoretical for_P]_i,,_,,,a_,_}, Bond!» Expelilnental.

400

4390 
33:10

Sodium cl:iJ.o1-lde . .
Phenol formaldehyde resin .
mv�resol formaldehyde resin .

Possibly this means that in every case the arrangement of the strength
of the individual bonds of one single � centrmn of attraction " is found,
as by working with the mechanism of the notch eiiect too these individual
bonds must b_e loosened.

K. H. Meyer and H. Mark *3 estimate the tensile strength of cellulose
�bres at 300 l;g.,�mm3., assuming that primary bonds are actually broken.

In § 9 we saw the force to be overcome for one
primary bond is. 5-64X IU"* dyne. Since there are
4 ><__I0_1� primary bonds per cmi�. in cellulose �bres,
the theoretical tensile" strength may be calculated
to be_ 225D k:g.,-&#39;mm3.&#39; As "Meyer  -llliark, how-
ever,- rightly remark, in this case also only the
�van der Waals forces are overcome by the .rupture.
The tensile strength is here composed of the force
necessary for tearing loose certain van der Waals
linkages and the force necessary to cause the
stretched molecules to slide over one another. If
the maximum force is overcome in the process of
rupture, at that moment 4. X lo� atoms per cm�.
are removed from the in�uence of van der Waals�
attraction, while in the most favourable case
2 X 101* chains are displaced over a certain dis-
tance along other chains". Only _a _smal_l "force is
necessary to cause one� centre of attraction of a
given chain to slide along the surrounding chains,
since only enough force must be applied to shift
such a centre from place to place. Because of the

FIG. I3&#39;.�Diagram
representing some
long chain mole-

1&#39;- . "til i a . ..§E,,1:5:,i,m:j3:,?:;_ large number of centres of attraction 111 one _,chau1,
tation. &#39; which must all be displaced at the same time, a

_ large force is, however, necessary for the displace-
ment. As Meyer and Mark show, the greatest strength is obtained by the
favourable mutual orientation in the �bre. We can estimate theforce
necessaryto tear loose an attraction centre A or B� in Fig. I 3 [the surface

_ �K. H. Meyer and H. Mark, .Der .:-lufban tier iioc�g�olyrneren organiseiien
No.tto&#39;s£o�&#39;e, Leipzig, I930, 11. 1.52 E.
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obtained by ruptureis indicated .scbema_tica1ly by the dotted line} as of
-mg grdef of magnitude of 10-� dyne, w-hile the force necessary .to shift an
atom C will be �of the order of magnitude �of several times In�? dyne (for
.in5+&#39;|;3_n.;e. 4 x to"? dyne when each chain is surrounded by four others}-
if the chains have the length of son centres of attraction, 15,0 of them

&#39; Then we obtain formust be displaced in the most favourable case-strength 4 X 101* :x: to� + 2 "X to� x 15o X 41>-: 10"�
In� + 1-2o X 103 = I24 X 103 dynesfcrn�. The ten-

� t about 124 kg.[mm�. in the case of the
&#39; &#39; bserved tensile strength

is of the same order of magnitude and not, as in the cases of the phenol-.
forrnaldehyde and the necresoliformaldehyde condensation products,
one order of. magnitude lower.

13. The Modulus of Elasticity (Young&#39;s Modulus}.
calculate Young&#39;s modulus on the basis

sections. This value is given by theWe may now attempt to
of the results in the previous
following expression :

3F�E �-  f-in NT� X (I am}
.�I&#39;h¢1&#39;l.&#39;.&#39; �Ht is Poisson�s ratio. -1 .� 2113- may have the value of about 0-4.
If "the primary bonds. considered in, § 9 determine the elasticity, we obtain
 -case of "phenol-formaldehyde resin thefollowing result :

p&#39;I*&#39;.&#39;

H� In H.     E" Per ,1_" r�.r.&#39; &#39; &#39; &#39;  &#39; &#39;  �-    ;-=�t...--.., .  �-&#39; &#39;  _
Multiplying this by the number-of-&#39;prh11ary bonds per cni5., we obtain
for Young&#39;s modulus _ _ _
1&#39; == 7-6 X Io�-.><_&#39;35-3. ><. to-*&#39;><: (&#39;1 �- znt _&#39; &#39; &#39; == 2272 ;>< to� it out dynesfen�.

= about 11,5300 1-:g.,.&#39;_&#39;m-mg.
a value which is much too high.In the case of the e1asticit:y,.tl1e much weaker van der Waals linl-mges I
�W �&#39;-5� be bf importance. If we include in the calculations only the
van der Waals bonds, we obtain thefollowing:

ea. (if) =
E}? ,._,,._

25� which �R ha�-FE used the 2:: sign because the formula was obtained by
-**�3E1&#39;3�¬~&#39;|E*I1. Remembering that at _�&#39;,&#39;>- I0

X r,,[I �+ am}

F� Ph&#39;-�1°i&#39;i"FH131dehyde condensation product-this becomes
5 3°� I-14 >4 ("I - am) kg-hum . = a 45 kg-Emmi-.

- - 31�! C�mmuntcation of R. Houwmk� it appears that a value of,
kg, ,;,,,t,,,:",(;}5a,f�-5*f��1_�1:",- 13 §D11,11.d at, room temperature, and about 10501,5�, in. mm; -180  From this �gure _WE�;_ may draw the conclusion,5�. wank, b 35193 with Hou_&#39;v.rn_1ks view, both primary bonds and van

°�d3 P13}? :1 r�le III the resins under consideration.
�3 R- Hmlwillk, Trans. Faraday See. This No, p. Iati.
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Part III. Some Remarks on the Mutual Orientation of the
Benzene. Nuclei in Polystyrene.

13.--The Formula of Polystyrene.

The chemical formula. of polystyrene is relatively simple. Apart
from the end groups the molecules are built up of structural units of the
formula Cal-lg .- CH . CH3, so that the molecular formula may be sc_hern-
atically written 4*

L J.
This formula is in good agreement with the optical properties" of poly-
styrene, especially with the absorption spectrum, which resembles that &#39;
of� an &#39;alkyl-benzene?� The long thread�lte molecules are, according
to Staudinger, built up irregularly with -respect to" the distribution of
phenyl groups, a fact which he connects with the lack of a tendency to
cryrstallisation�� This irregular distribution depends upon -thepossibility
of various stereoisomers, a fact which is" illustrated by -the following
formula: -

I-I C.I-I", H
1

H . _"x-. 
-r .
..-- - r.

I H

. I         -1&#39;5 __ ,_  H I
- - "e fo1lowin&#39;g-:sif3otions&#39;;-we&#39;shal1F-e:t:aIi1in&#39;e*"whhther

may be drawn as to the mutual orientation of "the benzene.nnclei:.E.&#39;c"-

�ft,

14. Potential. Curves of Two Benzene Molecules. I
In § 3 we saw that two benzene nuclei will try to orient each other. bfjr

means of van der Waals�_ forces, that is to say, ntrofree benzene ringsgwill
prefer to take up positions so that therings are perpendicular .to thesline
joining them (see. Fig. 4). as is shown from the .C:|:&#39;jJ&#39;El.&#39;.3.l. st1&#39;ucture,__.,{3f
solid benzene  5,  5}, this position is changed when-a large number
of benzene molecules come together; it may also changewhen the benzene
molecules. are not entirely free to deterntline their .mutua1,__sepa,ra.tions.
This latter is the case with polystyrene and we must-"�rst&#39;_  the
distance up to which two benafcrie-radicals&#39;wiIl h.e-.able:to.~i1PP?o_____-_
other without mutual repulsion. In § 3 we assumed, with a..-;m_u  " jr
parallel orientation, a separation of 3+5 A. for the two benzene
This distance, which is con�rmed by the structural data of many
substances, results from the reciprocal in�uence of all the individual
CH groups on� each other when the �mutual .in�ucu£..e of
aromatic CH groups is such that their equilibrium position is at; -a
distance of 3-7 A..frorn each other. In Fig. I4 curve n represents; the
potential -curve of two such CH groups, and it is so constructed. that the
value of the potential energy at the minimum is given by the&#39;va;u -oer
Waals attractive energy (see  4), while the right-hand-bran-ch of curves

� Cf. H. Staudinger, Die� hochawiehalarea orgenischen Veri:+~_:&#39;nduagen,.
I931, p. It-3. _

45 H. Staudinger, for. ma, �, pp. 114. I55.
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for the van der Waals attractive

and while further it is assumed,
�&#39; that, when the equilibrium 

7 13., the
with the curve. [curve 5}
�stances greater than 4A.,
of data for other moleculestion of "the potential rninirnum lies at 3-

. again zero at-
_., , _ In the calculation {curve3} the van der Waals reciprocal
mgrgy is set equal to

._ rings approach each other along
� &#39; a line perpendicular to both-rings

than the six CI-I groups whichare closest to each other {the _ "2 �- 2.�, etc, i-n Fig. 4) will he in unfavourable positions&#39; f the polar-isabilitgr. In order to take
ula mentioned in § 3 :

I J�

1 �- I�, L
 with respect to the anisotropy? o

&#39; &#39; nae the form

inf �Iwhich we calculate �ve by substituting- for 6 &#39;the.value of 6� according-  -;- as  the are on-sima�u�fnrmuiaof�-London, C-~="§oL.,*Iw,, and
_for.S the_ experimental Value
(8 ==.1o-6: kg. ca1._(rnoL) in
the expression

3.:-5?T."":,""" 6 (er. § 5).
We_ thus obtain hug = 353
kg. cal. In Fig. I5, curve at

esents the respective re-
ciprocal energy of the six

t CH groups which liepairs �oopposite each other, calcu-
lated  the aid of avaiue
of C which takes into account
the anisotropy: {C -= 592 �X
Io"-3 kg-. cal- >-i cn1�&#39;.), while

&#39; s the total re-

rm" ,:,g1�;E;°t°��?�1&#39; *�=_�13TEY Di two benzene�uh .� &#39;15- 1�!�1E_ 1l1_&#39;para11e1 planes, as -a, Inn�. �ii the distance between the&#39; �I155 i�:�-��&#39;���3 5}» Curire nrepresents ��,_ii§�,&#39;:, "-"==*~1=-r~:&#39;>«.::a1_«:.~u1=.-:g_=,r_ of �leisixpairs of 1� § 3�, . .- Ernups -u.-1�u{-_h 11¢ ,;,PP,:,,__,it,,_, �ick �then of the anisotropy _;,,,_, ,,i,pmit._ h _ _ I of CH groups, which do not" &#39; E3�: �WET (5 = ::7o 3»: 10*� kg. cal. X cn1�.). Although,
" �H . tab�! &#39; . - . .�f E 1� H- -1- Stuart a .7&#39;i«.fo_Iek1tIsIruR£uf, Berlin, I934, pp. 3�&#39;and 252.
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therefore, at�-rlistances slightly less than. 3-7 A. the pairs of CH groups
direCt:ly.{ippDsltE: each other are situated upon the repulsion branch nf
the potential curve, the molecules taken as a w-hole nevertheless attract.
each other with increasing force until the potential rninimunr for the
whole -molecules is reached at 3-5 A. It is evident, further, that at 3;
mutual "separation of 3-2 A- the energy content is" still only slightly
negative, while.-at .5_*&#39;I A. the repulsion is already so great that 3 to 4 kg__
 -would be necessary to cause the molecules to approach to this
dis-tancc. .Therefore, if two or more benzene rings in a molecule must be brought
so close to each other, this occurs at the cost of the energy content of
the nioleculc. It may be that the easy dissociability of hercaphenyl.
�ethane into two triphenyl-methyl radicals is partially "due". -toihis effect,
In this case the; energy of dissociation is about Iz  c&#39;al,., while on the
c,m._t1-31-y -.71;_1-:,g. cal." are necessarjr to separate two nortnaily bound
aliphatic carbon atorns.� We must keep this repulsion strictly in mind
in the discussion of the orientation .in polystyrene}?

15-. �Pas;-ninns-oi the Benzene Rings in Polystyrene, Anguming
&#39;_�._a._  of the AHpha_ti_c__ in
-.&#39;Siii1_ii&#39;1_-§&#39;Par=a�iEna: &#39;: _.  -_  _. _.

� -If we:jassu111ic_that.the aliphatic _ _ ._ chain in  theI-&#39; L-..same structure  the ialipIiatic&#39;  in �tl&#39;l&#39;ri_-�soliii"~&#39;iI!&#39;._ ._
.. _ � 1rnag_in&#39;e&#39;i_:he

..&#39;_\ -
second - and  _ are are

&#39;.&#39;si_tua-tetl  dire-er.  of the
~=5¥r&#39;=i°=1 .   ii�--=&#39;-&#39;=i�dic-".=i.-..ted .
schematicaJljf&#39;i3in&#39;i&#39;F"1gLE,§I;�__  _w&#39;hicl_1
the C.H-5-group on the-�fsecond,"and "
.the H atom &#39;-on.7-Vt}-1,e "ion-rth carbon:

stick" out from the -�gure; the atom must bi�  it� siidiffiiut
H ���°"�-&#39;°�&#39; �"3 *"°°°��1 -3"� *1� Ee(ti.i.i.i1ndth:n:iliC&#39;.H,,_&#39;group on the fourth carbon _ _ __ _atom lie behind the �plane of the carbon atom rnust,  1rnag1ned__ to &#39; � "&#39; lie behind the plan".-__o£?§thc_,dra*al;ing.

I  « We iconsiidcmhe .&#39;.&#39;I5"_ --fallsainrpositions under this case: &#39; &#39;  - ~:- -*
� &#39; &#39;-the direc-(a) That in which both benzene rings "lie perpendicular to�

tion of the carbon chain (Fig. I 7). ._(3) That in whichhoth benzene rings lie parallel to" the direction
of"the.&#39;earbon chain (Fig. 18). __ _ _._

(r) -Th-a&#39;1&#39;:3in which �one of the benzene rings is perpe_ ndicularffand one
parallel to the carbon chain (Fig. 19). .

� In the case of still larger aliphatic groups, naphthyi, etc:,&#39;the-dissociation Iis still easier. ; - , &#39; - � &#39; _ = &#39;
*3 Additional phenomena, connected with the repulsion  twophenylcups which are nary close to each other in the molecule, are the. strsehched-outgr of-d.iphcn3r1.. and the relathrelgr large valence angle {rq,:z°&#39; &#39;:I:&#39;B�?} of d&#39;i�pl1_EI].]?&#39;l

. 01111.
ether.
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;,=_ 11 we keep in �mind that, in. all posi-tions {especially in position A e,
 Fig &#39; 19} the CH groups of the benzene rings which have approached

ghgest to each other,_ do not attract each other with the maximum force,
-_ but "$19 repel each other appreciably, We come to the conclusion that.
i the benzene rings attrac-t .each other in all three positions and that

binding energies are 2
Position A as about 2&#39;4 kg. cal.

A. la &#39;2-3 ,.,1] II�
Ac ,, .1-3 ,&#39;,II

FIG. 18.�Part of a polystyrene mole-
cule: positions _ as in Fig. 16;
both benzene rings parallelto the
diree�orn of the carbon chain.

23� Flo. tgn--�-Part ofa. polystyrene molecule;
positions as in Fig. re; both benzene
ring: perpendicu-lar to the direction
of the carbon chain.

H, further, we remember that in position A b the distance between
-: - H atom, which -is also attached to carbon atom 4, and the closest

- &#39; p of the -benzene ring attached to" carbon atom 2 is" only about
I  .to-the nucleus" of -"the -C: -atomsof."the.--iCH._.grciupi  .

__  �H atom is calculated separately the "repulsion becomes still much
&#39;3�. pl&#39;eattI_),. we see that the combining energy in position A e and especially
 "position A b will thereby be much H H

_i§I-�taller than the above-mentioned �quan-
 __l:II:eI indicate {the energy content of the
 &#39;1F!fi:!I=iI&#39;i 01&#39; two H atoms and two benzene
7:1". fsndicais will probably even be positive
 in these positions because of the strong
 tepolsion between the H atoms and
 &#39; 331:�  CH groups of the benzene
 I:nawrie1}.�-1*
 The differences in energy-among the
 15.0-"-&#39;¢~rI.1entioned positions there-
 i�-&#39;l�c bccornc greater than the average
 gt�: 51¢-Pg? at room temperature, so
 A like arrive at the result that case
 bud is not only by far the preferred one,
 &#39; i �lie-that the benzcneradica-ls, in the

9� H�kagcs which fall under" case A, will execute oscillations about
 P5-mien A c. &#39;

FIG. 1&#39;g.�Part of a polystyrene
molecule ; positions as in
Fig. II5 : one of the benzene
rings parallel and the other
perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the carbon chain.

1� UP �-5. II-ml" we have worked only with CH, CH, etc.. groups and not with.�
�gt. {,1 d. We might �continue this .practice. and �we must. then say
in garb: istance between the� closest CH groups of the benzene radical attached
1,. , CH� �tam 3: f�r example {in position Ahorllc} is only a.bont.2-I5 A... aw-ay

&#39; gm�? 4. so that these two groups vrill exhibit a. strong repulsion.
2



I 34 VAN DER WAALS� FORCES AND PRIMARY [BONDS
B. The phenyl groups attached to the second and fourth carbon

atoms are situatedon the same side of the carbon chain. Since the
distance between carbon atoms 2 and 4 is only 254 15., all orientation
Ieadsto repulsion, but. that in which the benzene rings both lie perpe&#39;n~
rlicular to _the direction of&#39;the carbon chain, to the smallest extent.
One might imagine that the angle at carbon atom 3 would be forced to
greater values than I.Io° by this repulsion. In the completely stretched
state, however, the second and fourth carbon atoms are still- 3-: A. away
from" each other, so that with parallel orientation the phenyl groups
still repel each other slightly. In this latter case the energy content of
this groupiiig would be strongly positive because of the energy necessary
for the widening of the angle at carbon atom 3 (this energy would be of
the order 5" of magnitude of 1-5 kg. eal., while the repulsion would add
3 ti! 4&#39; ks- mars)-G. The -phenyl �groups� attached to the second and sixth carbon
atoms are situated on the same side of the carbon chain. The position
in which the benzene rings lie parallel to the carbon chain leads here
also to a repulsion, since the distance between the closest CI-I. groups
is only 2-58 A. If both benzene rings are&#39;_oriented perpendicular to the
carbon chain, they attract �each other {binding energy about 1-1 leg. cal.)-,
while the most favourable. position is that in which _one benzene ring is
--psspsiaiim41ar...aad stint. paraI1e1�:,t_t_�-:..t11s ssr.1:>on.. ��aiaditis.-aicrszr
about 2&#39;-5 _ kg.._fcal:)i_"  "position hi,� howet-.=.r,&#39;f unfaiiohi-abléffsis r_B-ga.1_�ds
the. phenyl group� attached -to the interniediate carbo_n.=.&#39;ato&#39;n1 éis�e
&#39;iintler&#39;A)&#39;. " � _ &#39; &#39; .. -
_- Sutnmarising-,, we come .to the conclusion that when &#39;_ the- aliphatic
carbogn .chain_.__is  to that found in�_t1_1e paraf�ns,..tIie most

&#39;  =:  Z..&#39;..:.:of &#39;tts.:rheny1-srssPs5i.is..�*P ..«&#39;=.I1.tsr-
.i&#39;"  sat" a
.  ?&#39;.�i.tIi.t�ll[1"e&#39;=r.

equally possible stereoisomers cannot be�:-fotmed.-_d__ gfpolymerisation.
If these latter _are formed, and if ._the chain&#39;f_orm is~also_ retained,-. [then
the benzene  certainly "lie perpendicular to,..the- directio_n-,- of-..&#39;the
chain, and&#39;a-weaker spot occurs at-that point  -- .

-

16. Positions of the Benzene Rings in Polystyrene, As_sn:rn&#39;in_g
-_Another Structure of the.Aliphatie&#39; Garhon  .

Another possibility is, however, that-"when the two phenyl groups
on carbon atoms 2&#39; and 4 lie on -the same side of the  the chain
will� take another form. If one-rotates.-the gronp&#39;s..:att&#39;ached- to carbon.
__atpn1 3_ about the line joiningz to 3 by .1809, for example, . the. con�gura-
tionof Fig.-20; results. &#39;  this case-.the. groupsliattached&#39;to"carboIr"atom
4&#39;will be repelled by the -two H atomsonzcarbon atom 1, bu&#39;t--in "any: case
the benzene ring will. again take up a position perpendicular to the
direction of the chain. . . . (5.. . -

If only. these of all possible stereoisomers shonld.,.._nccur_&#39;;on&#39;e. might
imagine achain as in Fig. 2-1. . .The benzene "rings-iweulcli.-eertainly*&#39;a&#39;ll
be perpendicular to the direction of the chain [the closest. CH groups
are then about 3-5 A. -apart)" so that a- strong "attraction prevails be-
tween the phenyl -g_roups.;. the intermediate CH; groups, however,
exercise a strong repulsion]. &#39;

H of. H. a. Stuart, rrszsseeeurtur. Berlin, 1934, _1;§1&#39;:..--s5. so.
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e Ano�1er;P9551:;;}�u*,fd&#39;§�,?�a111§?}a&#39;i�° ;��?§";&#39;l°�1L§�§;-.-33$ Life y�t�l�carbon cham 15 �rst,&#39;etc. Because ef the van der_Waa1s reaction be-
- of the chair; 1:1-1en1ee1vee, they W111 have a tend6_�&#39;-CY

k a mutual separation of "about 4 to $5 15;. The benzene tmgs
tn E�ethen he perpendicular to the axis ef th� P-15&#39;i1"=11-mu . -

&#39;. :e.�Part ef a. .pely_--
ntyrene Inelecnle ; when_the_ _
t:n:nphen}rIg;rnn&#39;ps.-unca:1&#39;bDn �  _, -, . 3,.  .5 z.  . . -_   --
name .2 and 4 11"4&#39;=...°11 "=&#39;;|�.3:. ,--,-. ..,FfIc�.:..=2I.-_�r«FL.I�.?-P:¢F1�=l�7"3!L"3E1?&#39;,1�-"1: t"*P"3..$-�F�
new side ef the cha:u1"" -_&#39;_ ;- -&#39;_j____"   ,~_,1I1_.:-F1Le- 22,-; - -

.- _=-1.r. &#39;:a&#39;.&#39;&#39;_-&#39;  --

_

�  �-?_eee2-we , . _ .
._..I_- I"I = -..:_:;_-_-..:._ __ I.- _..2

1.1., Conclusion.  __ _ } _
We xnay expect that vanee§:&#39;F0!&#39;-#152�

e various possible etereqn1at:m§et5&#39; .*11&#39;_1 _- __ I"  .
chin. Common-te a.1l.theee.G0��E�I._3rF!D115i$-._-r -.
�ftl&#39;mbenzeneringt0&#39;tak£1f1?I�&#39;_ _ -&#39;  .  _chain, er at least to execute eectllatlena -about eq�ilgi�t�b��l�oi�u.
.511  the benzene ring is -d1cn1ar.t0  Ii? � e�dic-
remember that the pela�eabi-Eity-of benzenai:-m_1:;1f tt]1:L1+:g:1_1h1;ecth;Jr;) 11$-Elof thet:}a.r to the planeuef the "ring IS? 091? 3-b��.-�t , the P01? Chaim.

. &#39; &#39; -
-turban chain itself would cause �an anieetr�PY-5�-Eh"  the POE-F-IISEPIIIIFYin the directien ef&#39;t1_1e chain we-&#39;uI&#39;c&#39;l be gfeate-_1&#39; t11=_-*1"-In the R:&#39;;Plf�df�t§:_
 Because ef the benzene 351133 Whlch 1� .P°3&#39;Pe-ad"!  r 0
�$53533, however, the farmer anieetrepy-_&#39; f the   &#39;.&#39;1f5é1f�Wi11-&#39;b�T.,i�.ure.
emem fth h - :1 th i re 3.15.0 the smallest. index of §%&#39;=ff-�=E�°=1-
1.. cur -op?emfh§1-§§§f�u:�§ the ::pimaeon.n£ the-str°ng1Y=-Regan� -d°-�bit
�M CD�1peneate&#39;d for and we ebtai-I1 1�-h¢&#39;5m3u°$-�-:&#39;=Ph1��3abi�t&#39;Y -in thi-:3

llfractien caused by �ew of p013�5t}�T¬11�-�Q51 Whi-E-h must bi? armed. E9"
individual polystyrene &#39;IneIeeulea;5� - _ _ J�,
"�R-Signe:,-2. I: &#39;k.-::I. cam. 1930. Ietuk 25.?-; H0nunnk,1§13?}f;r3£kaIise�e Eigees���fé� "�ng-

- 1-eipzie. I934. 1=&#39;-1:-- 155. 155-

Fe1&#39;n1:-*au&#39; we-&#39; N.ae:r-



36. VAN DER WAALS� FORCES AND PRIMARY BONDS

Summary-._
PART I. _

The question of the mutual orientation of molecules under the in�uence
of van der Waals� forces is discussed. In general there are two opposing
factors, namely : the tendency of the atoms to gather as many neighbours
as possible, and the anisotropy of the  The �rst of these
tendencies practically always dominates over the second. This fact is
illustrated with reference to two benzene molecules. In the calculation
of the reciprocal energy in the equilibrium state, good results are by chance"
obtained when use is made of _the approxirnation formula of London or
of Kirlrwood and Slater, and when the in�uence of the repulsive forces is
neglected. The snbliI&#39;na1:io11 energy of benzene, for example, may be
satisfactorily calculated :in_.tl::is way.

.PA&#39;IRT II.

The theoretically calculated value of the tensile -strength of common
salt is very much greater" �than the value found experimentally. In the
theoreticaltaicnlation the in�uence of.-the van der Waals -forces has been
thus" far neglected. When this is not done, the theoretical value, obtained-
i_s-s1:ill much greater, about 4oo  It a secondary s�u  as
sumed, such as- has been proposed by Zwiclry, and if it  assumed

&#39;electro&#39; static forces of any description between" the

�|\.&#39;F I-&#39;aMnot to a regular secondary structure. . . . _     -.
In the case of arti�cial  of the phenol-formaldehyde -type and the

as-cresol-fornialdehyde type  relations between�  and
observed values are encountered. If such  resin-.is-ccinpletely
po1yme1ised&#39;thro:d1gh_pnt-its�~ivhcle__rnass and all the C-0 linkages possible
are~actu_al1&#39;y-i&#39;orn�ied, the  strength may be calculated to
be about .d,ooo_  If [irregular] " blocks " are assumed in this
case also, and if these blocks are assumed to cohere only by means of van
der �Waals forces, then the theoretical value of the tensile  about
11:» 35 lrg.fmm.*. The experimental value is, in thiscase as with sodium
chloride, very much smaller, via, about y-3&#39;-kg. ;&#39;mm.* for the phenoI-formal-
dehyde resin, so that here also an in:Eluence_ of a notch etfect is probable.
On the other hand, in the case of well-oriented cellulose derivatives, the
correct. order of magnitude" for the tensile strength may be obtained by
theoretical calculations. &#39;

Young�s modulus of elasticity is also dependent on the� vau- der Waals
bonds present in the arti:�.cia.1 resin. &#39;

PART III.

examined. on the basis "of the e�ects due to the individual CH
When the"  lies at_ 3-5 3., -the energyconteut at a separation of
3-2 A. is only slightly negative, while at 3-1 A. the repulsion is already
so great that 3 to 4 kg. cal- would be necessary to cause the molecules to
approach to  this distance.

The relative positions of the benzene rings in polystyrene .are in-
vestigated, and the conclusion may be drawn that there will be a preference
on the pa.rl:.o£ the benzene ring to lie. perpendicular to the direction of the
aliphatic carbon chain. This makes understandable the strongly negative
double retraction caused by �ow.
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Many thanks are due to Mr. G. I-Ieller for his valuable suggestions
concerning Part I. Part II. owes its existence to several discussions
with Dr. R. I-Iouwink, and I am greatly indebt-ed._to him for his kindness
in putting his experimental �gures. at-my disposal.

[Nutuurkundig I.abor.stoi&#39;£1cn- �def N. V. Philips,
Gloeiimnpmfat�ekcn, 
Eindlioven-Holland.)

GENERAL DISCUSSION
Professor J, _E. Lennard-Jones {Cambridge} said: While I agree that

Van der Waals� �elds play an important role in the phenomena discussed_. &#39; _. it is very desirable to estiniate their magnitude,
1 should like to ask. the author whether he thinlrs the theory sumciently
developed _at present to make reliable. quantitative calculations. I think

metricalthe formula giiren hy London was intended only for spherically symcyan.-ms: and even for them it is only approximate- �While it gives the right
�tude for the inert gases, it is not yet certain that there iso�i.I.&#39;._r oi magmnot an error by a factor of two. But the er_ror.niay he greater in the case

oi aromatic molecules owing to their lack of symmetry and-to their specialenlectronic structure in that they contain � non-localised " electrons. Is it
thatthesewillrequ_ir_especial1:r__tment? _ _ _

} said :- The question-whether
_ molecules are linked accord.-

..  -i°.=*31�h -1

"433-CH _&#39;  _ �E  ii� -&#39; -
o * 1

 _oHI..&#39;

i
c,H,HECI:

§;~&#39;:!i&#39;3WTEnE. 35 is well known, depolyrneiises very easily, reforming chie�yhi _ �t��omer, but also some dimer, trimer and higher polymers. The yield
�bi: 135-�tEr_ products can be increased by performing the depolymerisation

"&#39; ����"5&#39;- T113 f�rmula of the dimer is

cu,-.:c�cH,�cH, 
l - . (3)

Cc�s

{4}

it i°&#39;u°�&#39;5 that fonuula r and not formula almost be attributed to poly«
Q ;"��* D°°°mPD6Itio:1 products which should occur in the decomposition

. �Ct Of the formula 2 could not he observed.
-it mm_E°"�*- �&#39;31�. 33 _was originally supposed, the constitution of the polystyreues

°°FnP11C3te§1. According to  measurements, products
�&#39;5 &#39;. �flth the aid of catalysts have the constitution of formula I, for�E determinations of the molecular weights cryoscopically and hy
�min - h �fsurenients agree well. The end groups of these molecules

� 0� �*°��&#39;��3-&#39;�3_ unknown. The meso- and eucolloidal polystyrenes
" {.&#39;r_ m _ - . _ _" P1�-FE H- Staudinger and A. -Steinhc-fer, Annolen, I935, 511, 35.
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obtained by heat polyrnerisation have a more complicated structure-than the
llernicolloirlal _; the molecular vveight determined by the  method is
 thatgiven by Svedbe-.rg�s methnd," and bythe osmotie method.�
In this  unlmorwn- branching must have occurred in the �formation cf
the   -By increased temperature of polymerisation these side
reactions "take place to a.- greater extent. For this "reason it-will-be. difficult
to make final calculations on the relations between the size of the nziolecules
and the tensile strength, unless the structure of the molecules is previously
elucidated. _ &#39;

Professor E. H.  {Genius} said : De Boer has calculated the
modulus of elasticityof   phenol-formaldehyde resin with only
primary valencies. The "value of II,ooo l:g._.�mm&#39;.� found is far beyond the
observed value.. __ . .

and _I_.  &#39;-calculated the modulus of a cellulose�&#39;chain
according to our   taking -into account both the valency-
oscillations and- the deformation-oscillations {ffaiclaschzuingzaizg}. The
calculated value was Io,o_oo &#39;1 sooo 1£g.fn1m.* We" measured the modulus
of vvell-orientated natura.l":eellu_lose -fibres by an acoustic method, and found
that all the-�bres-tend to a value of about I1,ooo lrgjrum. &#39;- This experiment
is certainly the most  proof in favour of the
f£irII1u.la of cellulose. &#39;

Dr... J. ..�_H&#39;.. De  .{Eiaei.&#39;o.ve:}. said, _in reply to Professor J._ E.
ID�s$"&#39;i-�Tflisihat s�ifle ether attractive forc&#39;es.&#39;are"&#39;p&#39;reee-n1:
in the  ache" &#39; n"of&#39;t1vo benzene molecules _; indeed benznerm __ ole-
cules  __not  oompa._ra_.ble..-with inert gas atoms -or with-&#39;aliii]&#39;ia.tic
h37_dIc_&#39;c&#39;arbons,. asjthey h�a�ve_one eZIc,ctron"per C-.etcn1&#39;1eft. But,_ on  "other
hand,  "see thattlie   which leads to the right order of
magnitude of the hea�tsof sublimation of the inert  hydrogen; oxygen,

.-&#39;-n.ii&#39;I_s=-senv.-.&#39;a1iiiha1:iT;::11  " &#39; ans seha-.1i1e;. eadstoths sghieessiosee
I. _ H _ 3*�-.:;i?__,,;A-M.�_=;::�_i:.=�.y.�;:�_____.L__:.JI_.:. -�U \._ _ .  Ji"&#39;RiE,.Ki.tz _- -~    ...;..,

 -the-.-X-ray investigatidns of I.�-"1&#39;...  �uzzled
me too. Perhaps it-__i_:=_.§   a&#39;dis1:a.nee between  different-poly»
Styrene molecules in� a:r&#39;sp&#39;eeia1-&#39; In every case my steric fo&#39;"1&#39;niu&#39;la=.-,-
supplementing -the  .o:E_&#39;Staudinger and based upon it, allow the
distance-of Io A. to��l:he.san1e.exl�ent as the fonnula: of Standinger-does.
Thereare �no arguments in favour of the formula :�

-�-CH,�CI-I�CH-�CH,��CH,�CH�4CH�CH,
.I - I - .
c.I-I c._H. wcl:,11,d.-,H.

.r-.. - - -4"

In addition to the arguments in favour of the common formula :...

-�C&#39;.I-I-�JC.I-1&#39;, 
I

C-.H.

given above by Professor H. Staudinger, I mention -the absorption spec-
trum * of polystyrene which is identical to that of arthyl benzene.

The-_ remark of Professor K. H. Meyer is very valuable. ; -it shows that,
as also m.the case-of the. tensile st_reng*th, the exp-eriruental values found"
cellulose �bre �t very well with the values given -by theory.

5� Compare  vol., No- I3 {R. Signer}.
55 Compare the vol., No. 6. (H. Staudinger}. _
&#39;* ]- H- "-13 BE-&#39;!E_1&#39;; R. I-Iouwinl:-and J. F. H- Custers. REE. If. c�fm; P. .B__ 1933"

53?: ?99- -


